Early Ex Libris in Italy,  Daniele Nottegar

Started working with Aleph in Italy in 1989 as part of the “sistemi computers e periferiche”.

The first italian customer was “Scuola normale superiore di Pisa” (39PIS) {-- the second Aleph installation outside Israel after the Cern in Geneve (Switzerland)}.

We sold Aleph 300 to Università di Udine (39UDN) and to Università di Genova (39GEN).

The first library in the Vatican that we sold Aleph to was 39TEU. The Vatican libraries created a union catalog in Aleph 300 using the Decnet protocol for the network connection.

The Italian companies (Sistemi…. And Atlantis) were working only in Italy, but we sold an Aleph 300 to a library in Perù.